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ABSTRACT: Reactive nanospray desorption electrospray
ionization (nano-DESI) combined with high-resolution mass
spectrometry was utilized for the analysis of secondary organic
aerosol produced through ozonolysis of limonene (LSOA).
Previous studies have shown that LSOA constituents are
multifunctional compounds containing at least one aldehyde
or ketone groups. In this study, we used the selectivity of the
Girard’s reagent T (GT) toward carbonyl compounds to
examine the utility of reactive nano-DESI for the analysis of
complex organic mixtures. In these experiments, 1−100 μM
GT solutions were used as the working solvents for reactive
nano-DESI analysis. Abundant products from the single
addition of GT to LSOA constituents were observed at GT
concentrations in excess of 10 μM. We found that LSOA dimeric and trimeric compounds react with GT through a simple
addition reaction resulting in formation of the carbinolamine derivative. In contrast, reactions of GT with monomeric species
result in the formation of both the carbinolamine and the hydrazone derivatives. In addition, several monomers did not react with
GT on the time scale of our experiment. These molecules were characterized by relatively high values of the double bond
equivalent and low oxygen content. Furthermore, because addition of a charged GT tag to a neutral molecule eliminates the
discrimination against the low proton aﬃnity compounds in the ionization process, reactive nano-DESI analysis enables
quantiﬁcation of individual compounds in the complex mixture. For example, we were able to estimate for the ﬁrst time the
amounts of dimers and trimers in the LSOA mixture. Speciﬁcally, we found that the most abundant LSOA dimer was detected at
the ∼0.5 pg level and the total amount of dimers and trimers in the analyzed sample was ∼11 pg. Our results indicate that
reactive nano-DESI is a valuable approach for examining the presence of speciﬁc functional groups and for the quantiﬁcation of
compounds possessing these groups in complex mixtures.

A

result in matrix eﬀects and signal suppression presenting
challenges for chemical analysis of complex mixtures using mass
spectrometry.7 In addition, without separation stage, mass
spectrometry cannot distinguish isomeric structures. Complementary characterization using liquid chromatography coupled
with mass spectrometry (LC/MS) is necessary for detailed
characterization of complex mixtures.
Chemical derivatization of analyte molecules is commonly
used to alleviate these problems.6,8,9 The presence of a charged
group ensures eﬃcient ionization of analytes of low proton
aﬃnity and thereby enables quantiﬁcation of diﬀerent classes of
molecules in complex mixtures. For example, incorporation of a
charged chemical moiety is commonly used for separation,

tmospheric organic aerosol (OA) produced through
oxidation of biogenic and anthropogenic volatile organic
compounds has a signiﬁcant impact on human health,1 climate,2
and air quality.3 Chemical characterization of OA using highresolution mass spectrometry (HR-MS) has recently attracted
signiﬁcant attention4 because it oﬀers unique insights into
complexity and the dynamic nature of OA that undergoes
physical and chemical transformations in the atmosphere.
Chemical analysis of OA using mass spectrometry typically
involves soft ionization of the analyte using, for example,
electrospray ionization (ESI)5 to generate [M + H]+ or [M +
Na]+ ions in the positive mode or [M − H]− ions in the
negative mode. Both the mode of ionization (e.g., protonation,
deprotonation, and metal complexation) and the ionization
eﬃciency strongly depend on the composition and the
structure of the molecule.6 For example, low proton aﬃnity
analytes are rarely observed in positive ESI mass spectra.
Signiﬁcant variations in the ionization eﬃciencies of analytes
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analysis, and quantiﬁcation of steroids,10 aldehydes,11 and
oligosaccharides12 by LC/MS.
Ambient surface ionization enables rapid detection of
analytes deposited on substrates without sample preparation.13−16 When combined with in situ chemical derivatization,
these techniques enable sensitive reactive analysis of substratedeposited analytes that are not readily ionized using soft
ionization approaches.15,17 Reactive analysis has been used in
conjunction with ambient surface ionization techniques such as
desorption electrospray ionization (DESI),17−21 electrosprayassisted laser desorption/ionization (ELDI),22 and laser
ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI).23 For example,
chemical derivatization of long-chain alcohols using betaine
aldehyde and electrical discharge-induced oxidation was used
for detection of saturated hydrocarbons in petroleum samples
using reactive DESI.21 Reactive LAESI was used to generate
lithium adducts of lipids for improved structural characterization using MS/MS.23 Reactive ELDI with disulﬁde reducing
agent was used for direct top-down protein identiﬁcation.22
Our recent studies demonstrated the utility of nanospray
desorption electrospray ionization (nano-DESI) for sensitive
analysis of complex organic mixtures collected on solid
substrates.24−28 Nano-DESI is an ambient surface ionization
technique that relies on the online liquid extraction of analytes
from surfaces.24 In nano-DESI, the analyte is desorbed from the
surface into a liquid bridge formed between a primary capillary
supplying a solvent to the surface and a nanospray capillary that
transfers the dissolved analyte to a mass spectrometer and
ionizes the molecules using nanospray ionization. The precise
control of desorption and ionization processes enables analysis
of OA using less than 10 ng of material.25 Furthermore, because
liquid extraction occurs from a small area of the sample,
multiple analyses can be performed on the same OA sample.
Here we report a ﬁrst reactive nano-DESI/HR-MS analysis of
laboratory-generated secondary organic aerosol samples produced through ozonolysis of limonene (LSOA). Chemical
composition of LSOA has been extensively studied using highresolution mass spectrometry.29−32 It has been demonstrated
that ozonolysis of limonene and other terpenes produces
aerosol that contains a large number of compounds in the m/z
100−1000 range.31,33−39 Most of these products contain
carboxyl, carbonyl, and hydroxyl groups that are not readily
ionized as protonated species in the positive mode ESI. In fact,
cationization on sodium is the prominent ionization mechanism
for LSOA constituents.31 The complexity of the LSOA sample
and the presence of carbonyl compounds make it an excellent
model system for reactive analysis.
Previously, we reported on reactive ESI-MS analysis of LSOA
using isotopically labeled methanol (CD3OH) that allowed us
to identify carbonyl- and carboxyl-containing LSOA constituents.40 In this study, we used Girard’s reagent T (GT)41,42 for
online reactive nano-DESI analysis of the carbonyl groups in
LSOA. Because derivatization of carbonyl compounds using the
charged GT reagent converts neutral molecules into positive
ions, it is particularly advantageous for subsequent analysis of
the derivatized products using ESI. Multiple experiments were
performed on the same LSOA sample to examine variations in
the composition of the analyte as a function of GT
concentration. We demonstrate the utility of this approach
for sensitive and quantitative analysis of complex organic
mixtures collected on substrates. Furthermore, this approach
can be readily extended to other reagents and other functional
groups. For example, derivatization of carbonyl compounds

through reaction with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone may be used
for MS analysis of complex mixtures in the negative mode43
while the alcohol functional group may be derivatized using
betaine aldehyde as a reagent.20

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation and chemical aging of LSOA was performed as
described in our previous studies.30−32 The detailed procedure
is provided in the Supporting Information. Previous studies29,32
showed that chemical aging of LSOA by reactions with
ammonia results in visible browning of the initially white LSOA
sample following the formation of light-absorbing nitrogencontaining products. Formation of these species has been
attributed to the reactions of ammonia with aldehyde and
ketone groups in the LSOA molecules, converting them into
primary imines (R−CNH2), secondary imines (R1−C
NH−R2), and other nitrogen-containing compounds.32
Both freshly prepared (white) and aged (brown) LSOA
samples were analyzed using nano-DESI/HR-MS. Highresolution mass spectra were obtained using a LTQ-Orbitrap
mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Bremen, Germany)
equipped with a commercial DESI source (Prosolia, Inc.,
Indianapolis, IN) that was modiﬁed to accommodate nanoDESI and ESI sources. In these experiments, the sample was
positioned on a computer-controlled XYZ stage and brought in
contact with the nano-DESI probe. Fused silica capillaries (50
μm i.d., 193 μm o.d., Polymicro Technologies, L.L.C., Phoenix)
were used to create the primary and the nanospray capillaries of
the probe. The 10−20 mm long nanospray capillary was
positioned using a Newport manual MS miniature XYZ stage.
Typical experimental conditions were as follows: spray voltage
of 3−5 kV, 0.5 mm distance from the tip of the nanospray
capillary to the heated inlet of the LTQ-Orbitrap, 250 °C
temperature of the heated capillary. The solvent was infused
using a syringe pump at a ﬂow rate of 0.3−1 μL/min that was
matched to the self-aspiration rate of the nanospray capillary.24
The mass spectrometer was operated in the positive-ion mode
with a resolving power of 60 000 at m/z 412.
The background signal was acquired for 1−2 min by placing
the probe on the part of the Teﬂon substrate that contained no
LSOA analyte. The sample was subsequently moved for the
analysis of the deposited LSOA material, and the signal was
acquired for another 3−4 min. Mass spectra of the sample and
the background were subsequently obtained by averaging the
signal over the time windows during which the nano-DESI
probe was in contact with the LSOA sample and analyte-free
area of the substrate, respectively.
Reactive nano-DESI/HR-MS analysis was performed using
acetonitrile doped with GT reagent at diﬀerent concentrations
varied in the range of 1−100 μM. No reaction was observed at
a GT concentration lower than 1 μM. Multiple analyses at
diﬀerent GT concentrations were performed on the same
LSOA material by placing the nano-DESI probe over diﬀerent
areas of the 27 mm diameter sample. The small size of the
probe enabled spectral acquisition from ∼15 discrete spots on
the sample without returning to already analyzed areas. Data
processing was performed as described in our previous studies44
and detailed in the Supporting Information.
D-limonene (97% purity, Fisher Scientiﬁc) and Girard’s
reagent T (GT), [(CH3)3N+CH2C(O)NHNH2]Cl− (99%
purity, Aldrich), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO) and used as received.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The GT reagent is widely used for extraction of aldehydes and
ketones from complex mixtures.41,42,45,46 GT reacts with
carbonyl groups forming water-soluble hydrazones.45 The
reaction proceeds via a two-step mechanism shown below.47
>CO + H 2N−NH−C(O)−CH 2−N+(CH3)3
→ >C(OH)−NH−NH−C(O)−CH 2−N+(CH3)3
(r1)

>C(OH)−NH−NH−C(O)−CH 2−N+(CH3)3
→ >CN−NH−C(O)−CH 2−N+(−CH3)3 + H 2O
(r2)

In the ﬁrst step (reaction r1), addition of GT to the carbonyl
group results in formation of a carbinolamine intermediate,
which may subsequently undergo dehydration to form a
hydrazone (reaction r2). The competition between the rate of
formation of carbinolamine and the rate of its dehydration is
pH dependent; at low pH the acid-catalyzed dehydration
reaction becomes faster than the addition reaction while a
stable carbinolamine intermediate is often formed at neutral
pH.46,47 Addition of GT (C5H14N3O+) to a neutral molecule,
M, through reaction r1 generates an ion with m/z that is
132.1131 higher than the mass of the molecule. However,
because mass spectral features of the reactants correspond to
either [M + H]+ or [M + Na]+ species, addition of GT results
in an m/z shift of either 131.1059 (GT − H) or 109.1239 (GT
− Na), respectively. Subsequent loss of H2O from the
carbinolamine intermediate through reaction r2 is associated
with overall mass shifts of 113.0953 (GT − H − H2O) and
91.1134 (GT − Na − H2O), respectively. We used these
characteristic shifts in exact masses to identify the reactant−
product pairs produced during reactive nano-DESI analysis of
fresh and aged LSOA samples.
Figure 1 shows typical nano-DESI high-resolution mass
spectra of LSOA obtained as a function of the GT
concentration in the solvent. The spectrum obtained using a
1 μM GT solution contains monomers (i.e., molecules
retaining most of the initial skeleton of limonene), dimers,
trimers, and tetramers (i.e., monomers covalently bound by
ester, hemiacetal, and other linkages) typically observed in
LSOA spectra.31 Products of reaction between GT and LSOA
constituents highlighted in red are absent in the 1 μM GT
spectrum, but increase gradually with increase in the GT
concentration between 5 and 50 μM. As we discuss below,
products of both reactions r1 and r2 appear in the nano-DESI
mass spectra. Interestingly, dimers, trimers, and tetramers are
converted into reaction products almost quantitatively while
the fraction of product peaks in the monomeric part of the
spectrum obtained even at higher GT concentration (Figure
1d) is signiﬁcantly smaller. Similar results were obtained for the
LSOA sample aged in the presence of NH3 vapors (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information).
Time-dependent nano-DESI/HR-MS signal was recorded by
placing the probe on the sample and monitoring the signal as a
function of time. Figure 2 shows examples of selected ion
chronograms (ion signals vs time recorded without chromatographic separation) representing characteristic time-dependent
signal of selected m/z features in the 50 μM GT spectrum.
Typical time dependence observed for peaks in the monomer
region is illustrated in Figure 2a that show chronograms of two

Figure 1. High-resolution nano-DESI spectra of the fresh LSOA
material analyzed using a (a) 1 μM, (b) 5 μM, (c) 50 μM, and (d) 100
μM solution of GT in acetonitrile. Peaks corresponding to the
products of reaction between LSOA and GT are highlighted in red.

Figure 2. Typical ion chronograms for selected peaks in the (a)
monomer and (b) dimer region of the nano-DESI spectrum of the
fresh LSOA sample obtained using 50 μM GT in acetonitrile as a
solvent. The insert in panel b shows the ratio of the intensities of the
product peak at m/z 532.3227 and the reactant peak at m/z 423.1988.

reactant monomer species at m/z 167.1067 and 185.1172 and
one product at m/z 298.2125. The signals increase sharply
when the nano-DESI probe is placed on the sample (t = 1.65
min). For the reactant molecules, after the initial sharp increase,
the signal slowly decreases over the time period of minutes. In
contrast, all higher-mass features showed either no change or a
very slow increase in the signal as a function of time. For
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strated that all GT adducts contained three nitrogen atoms
indicating that only CxHyOz compounds in the LSOA samples
react with GT (C5H14N3O+) on the time scale of our
experiment. The absence of peaks corresponding to reactions
between GT and the nitrogen-containing species abundant in
the aged LSOA sample is responsible for the observed
correspondence between the GT products in nano-DESI
spectra of the fresh and aged LSOA samples. We also note
that we did not observe any doubly charged products
corresponding to the addition of two GT molecules to the
analyte. The absence of such products may be attributed to the
slower kinetics of the subsequent reaction or to the low stability
of the doubly charged ions. Because both chemical aging in the
presence of NH3 and reaction with GT target the same
functional groups (i.e., carbonyls), we conclude that chemical
aging consumes the reactive functional groups necessary for
reaction with GT.
The distribution of the products in the reactive nano-DESI
mass spectrum may be fully predicted based on the m/z values
corresponding to the CxHyOz neutral molecules observed in the
LSOA spectra acquired without the GT reagent. Because
dimers and trimers are observed mainly as sodiated species, we
calculated the predicted distribution of the products of
reactions r1 and r2 by adding 109.1240 Da (GT − Na) and
91.1134 Da (GT − Na − H2O) to the m/z values observed in
the spectrum obtained using pure solvent. Figure 4 compares
the distribution of the products of reaction with GT obtained
by adding 109.1240 (GT − Na, Figure 4a) and 91.1134 Da

example, Figure 2b shows time-dependent signal obtained for
C20H32O8Na+ at m/z 423.1988, [M + Na]+, and its product of
reaction with GT at m/z 532.3227, [M + GT]+. The ratio of
the intensities of the product and the reactant shown in the
insert shows a rapid increase in the ﬁrst 0.5 min of the analysis
and remains almost constant at longer times. Interestingly,
some product signal appears simultaneously with the reactant
signal indicating that the reaction is very fast and a majority of
the analyte molecules, M, is rapidly converted into [M + GT]+
adducts when the solvent is brought in contact with the LSOA
sample. The fast reactivity observed in this study is consistent
with the results reported by Girod et al.48 In that study, the
authors observed a dramatic increase in the rate of reaction
between GT and analyte molecules in microdroplets as
compared to the bulk solution.
Diﬀerent time dependence of the signals corresponding to
the monomeric species as compared to dimers and trimers may
be attributed either to the slower kinetics of reaction between
the monomers and GT and to faster partitioning of the lowerMW compounds into the solvent during the analysis resulting
in faster depletion of the monomer population in the sample.
Interestingly, the abundance of the monomeric product at m/z
298.2125 shows a bimodal behavior with a low-abundance
product formed through a rapid process once the probe
touches the sample and a higher-abundance species formed 2.5
min later. This behavior could be attributed to the presence of
multiple pathways and multiple precursor molecules that yield
the product at m/z 298.2125.
Figure 3 compares the new peaks corresponding to the
products of reaction with GT in both fresh and aged LSOA

Figure 3. New peaks appearing in the nano-DESI spectra as a result of
reactions between GT and the fresh (black) and aged (red) LSOA
samples analyzed using 50 μM GT in acetonitrile as a solvent. The
insets show expanded views of the regions corresponding to reactions
of LSOA monomers, dimers, and trimers.

samples. The data obtained for the aged sample is plotted as
negative signal to facilitate the comparison. There is a
remarkable overlap between the new peaks observed in the
dimer and trimer region of the spectrum. The intensity of the
peaks in the tetramer region of the spectrum is often quite low,
which contributes to the observed diﬀerences between highermass species observed in the fresh and aged samples. In the
following comparison we will ignore the peaks above m/z 800.
We have previously shown32 that chemical aging of LSOA in
the presence of ammonia converts some of the LSOA carbonyl
compounds into imines. Detailed peak assignment demon-

Figure 4. New peaks in the 50 μM GT spectrum of the fresh LSOA
sample plotted as negative signal and reaction products of dimers,
trimers, and tetramers in the LSOA spectrum predicted by (a) adding
the mass of GT and subtracting the mass of Na (no water loss) and
(b) adding the mass of GT and subtracting the mass of Na and H2O
shown as positive signal.
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Table 1. Monomeric LSOA Constituents and the Corresponding Reaction Products Observed Using Reactive nano-DESI
Analysis of LSOA with 50 μM GT Solution
m/z

relative abundance, %

[M + GT − H2O]+ (113.0953)

[M + GT]+ (131.1059)

DBE

neutral formula (M)

4
3
5
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
3
DBE

C9H12O2
C9H14O2
C10H12O2
C10H14O2
C9H12O3
C10H16O2
C9H14O3a
C10H14O3
C9H12O4
C10H16O3b
C9H14O4c
C10H14O4
C10H16O4d
neutral formula (M)

3
8
3
8
3
8
2
7
8
3

C10H16O3
C12H10O2
C9H14O4c
C13H12O2
C10H16O4
C12H10O3
C10H18O4
C12H12O3
C13H12O3
C10H16O5

[M + H]+
153.0911
155.1067
165.091
167.1066
169.0859
169.1223
171.1016
183.1015
185.0808
185.1172
187.0965
199.0965
201.1121
m/z

25.2
24.5
35.1
100.0
18.4
9.0
6.6
40.5
2.7
42.6
6.3
4.6
34.8
relative abundance, %

207.0991
209.0574
209.0784
223.0731
223.094
225.0523
225.1097
227.068
239.068
239.089

16.6
2.5
4.0
30.3
48.6
11.4
1.5
1.7
90.5
2.2

284.1969

298.2125
300.1918
282.2176
284.1969

302.2074
314.2074
316.1867
316.223

298.2125
300.1918
312.1918
314.2074
[M + GT − H2O]+ (91.1134)

330.2023
[M + GT]+ (109.1239)

[M + Na]+
316.223

298.2125
300.1918
314.2074
316.223

330.2023

Tracers of limonene ozonolysis highlighted in the table: aketo-limonaldedyde, blimononic acid, climonic acid, d7OH-limononic acid. See ref 31 for
detailed assignments.

(GT − Na − H2O, Figure 4b) to the observed m/z values of
dimers and trimers in the LSOA spectrum with the new peaks
observed in the 50 μM GT spectrum of fresh LSOA (shown as
a negative signal). The predicted and observed distributions
shown in Figure 4a are remarkably similar. However, the match
between the observed distribution of products and the
predicted distribution obtained by adding 91.1134 Da (GT −
Na − H2O) shown in Figure 4b is not as good. These results
indicate that most dimers and trimers react with GT without
the concomitant loss of H2O from the carbinolamine.
Interestingly, previous work20 showed the exclusive formation
of the hydrazone during reaction of cholesterol with GT. The
high yield of the products of reaction r1 observed in this study
is most likely related to the pH of the solution. We note that no
acid was added to the GT solution and the LSOA extract is
typically only weakly acidic.
In contrast, there is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the types
of products observed in the monomer regions of the spectra.
Table 1 and Table S1 in the Supporting Information list
abundant [M + H]+ and [M + Na]+ ions in the monomer
region of the spectrum and the m/z values of the peaks that
may be attributed to reactions with GT. We note that several
precursor molecules may result in formation of the same
product ion. For example, the peak at m/z 298.2125 may be a
product of the GT addition to C10H14O2 (m/z 167.1066)
without the concomitant water loss or hydrazone formation
(reaction r2) from C10H16O3 (m/z 185.1172 for [M + H]+ and
207.0991 for [M + Na]+). It is impossible to distinguish
between these reactions based on the accurate mass measurement. Reaction r2 is more likely because several major

identiﬁed products of limonene ozonolysis have the formula
C10H16O3 (e.g., limononic acid and 7-hydroxy-limononaldehyde).49 However, products with formula C10H14O2 are also
produced under high concentration conditions via OH loss
from the Criegee intermediates, followed by self-reactions of
alkyl peroxy radiacals (see the Supporting Information of ref
31). Therefore, it is likely that both reactions r1 and r2 may
contribute to the abundance of the product at m/z 298.2125.
More detailed characterization of such products would require
coupling reactive nano-DESI with chromatographic separation.
Detailed examination of the data shown in Table 1 and Table
S1 in the Supporting Information indicates that some
monomeric species do not have a corresponding product of
its reaction with GT detected in the spectrum. Most unreactive
molecules are characterized by high DBE values (DBE ≥ 5) and
contain only 2−3 oxygen atoms. Identiﬁcation of these
molecules is beyond the scope of this paper. Other studies
examined the formation of high DBE aromatic products formed
during oxidation of terpenes.30,50,51 Johnston and co-workers
suggested that dehydration of alcohols may be responsible for
the formation of such species.50
Monomers observed as [M + Na]+ ions predominantly form
hydrazone products [M + GT − H2O]+, while molecules
observed as protonated species in the LSOA spectrum show
both carbinolamine [M + GT]+ and hydrazone [M + GT −
H2O]+ products (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). We
have previously demonstrated that the major LSOA constituents observed as [M + Na]+ ions commonly contain reactive
aldehyde groups.40 Because of the higher reactivity of the
aldehyde group as compared to the ketone group, we
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hypothesize that LSOA species containing aldehyde groups
form hydrazone product upon reaction with the GT, while
molecules containing ketone groups may form either hydrazone
or carbinolamine products. This assertion is consistent with the
observed reactivity of dimers and trimers. Indeed, aldehyde
groups are consumed during the formation of oligomeric
species in LSOA via hemiacetal mechanism30 making them less
abundant in dimers and trimers as compared to monomers.
On the basis of the above discussion, we established
precursor−product relationships for dimers and trimers that
undergo almost exclusive formation of carbinolamine products
via reaction r1. Figure 5 shows the dependence of the yield of

Figure 5. The dependence of signal intensities of selected reactant
(black squares) and product (red circles) peaks on the GT
concentration.

Figure 6. (a) Total ion signal in nano-DESI spectra obtained at
diﬀerent GT concentrations. Blue circles correspond to the total ion
signal that includes the GT peak at m/z 132.1131; black squares
correspond to the total ion signal that does not include the GT peak;
red triangles correspond to the GT signal at m/z 132.1131. The
dashed line shows the linear ﬁt for the GT signal with a slope of 1.7 ×
106. (b) Ratio of the abundances of reactant and product peaks in the
dimer and trimer region of the spectrum as a function of m/z.

several carbinolamine products on the GT concentration along
with the corresponding precursor molecules. As mentioned
earlier, no product ions were observed at 1 μM GT
concentration. The signals of the [M + GT]+ products increase
rapidly when the GT concentration increases from 5 to 10 μM
and reach saturation above a ∼10 μM concentration of the
reagent. We also observe a corresponding decrease in the [M +
Na]+ reactant signals when the GT concentration increases
from 1 to 5 μM, which may be related to the reactant
consumption but most likely is additionally aﬀected by signal
suppression during the ionization process as we discuss below.
The initial concentration of the reactants can be estimated
assuming that there is no signal suppression during the
ionization process and assuming uniform ionization eﬃciency
for the GT+ and the [M + GT]+ products. The second
assumption is reasonable because all [M + GT]+ products are
preformed ions in solution, for which the ionization eﬃciency is
only aﬀected by the surface activity of the molecules. However,
the ﬁrst assumption requires additional justiﬁcation. Figure 6
shows the dependence of the total ion signal, the signal of the
GT+, and the total ion signal excluding the abundance of the
GT peak at m/z 132.1131 on the GT concentration. The total
signal remains fairly constant within ∼25% acceptable variation.
However, because at higher GT concentrations a signiﬁcant
fraction of the total ion signal corresponds to the GT
abundance, we observe a decrease in the signal of the LSOA
constituents with an increase in the GT concentration. It
follows that there is a measurable suppression (a factor of ∼2.2)
of the LSOA signal at higher GT concentrations.

The observed signal suppression is further examined in
Figure 6b, in which the ratio of intensities of [M + Na]+
reactants detected in the 1 μM GT spectrum and the
corresponding [M + GT]+ products in the 50 μM GT
spectrum is plotted as a function of m/z. Although the values
range from 0.36 to 10, the majority of data points are close to 2
and the ratio shows no obvious dependence on m/z. The
average reactant-to-product ratio of 2.3 ± 1.7 is consistent with
the observed drop of the total ion signal shown in Figure 6a.
The decreased abundance of the [M + GT]+ products as
compared to the [M + Na]+ reactants is surprising. Because GT
converts neutral molecules into ions, we expected that the [M +
GT]+ products should be more abundant than the corresponding [M + Na]+ precursors. On the basis of the above discussion,
we conclude that addition of GT to the solvent results in
suppression of the LSOA signals in the dimer and trimer region
by at least a factor of 2, without an obvious dependence on
m/z.
Figure 6a shows the dependence of the measured GT signal
at m/z 132.1311 on the GT concentration in solution. As
expected, the GT signal shows a gradual increase with
concentration. Although the observed trend is not linear, the
ionization eﬃciency can be estimated to within a factor of 2
7184
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Table 2. Quantiﬁcation of the Most Abundant [M + GT]+ Species in Reactive Nano-DESI Spectra of LSOA
peak assignment

m/z

C19H30O8 + C5H14N3O+
C20H32O8+ C5H14N3O+
C20H32O7+ C5H14N3O+
C19H30O7 + C5H14N3O+
C19H30O9 + C5H14N3O+
C18H26O8+ C5H14N3O+

518.3072
532.3229
516.3280
502.3123
534.3021
502.2761

ion signal, arb. units

eﬀective concentration, μM

×
×
×
×
×
×

0.66
0.64
0.50
0.52
0.40
0.11

1.1
1.1
8.5
8.8
6.8
1.9

106
106
105
105
105
105

using a linear ﬁt shown in the ﬁgure. The concentration of the
analyte molecules can be estimated from the ﬂat part of the
concentration-dependent proﬁles of the [M + GT]+ product
ions, some of which are shown in Figure 5. When GT is
supplied in excess, the ﬁnal concentrations of the [M + GT]+
products are equal to the corresponding concentrations of the
analyte molecules, M, consumed in the reaction. The ﬁnal
concentrations of the products were derived from the observed
signal intensities of [M + GT]+ species in the plateau region of
the plots shown in Figure 5. The observed signal intensities for
several abundant [M + GT]+ adducts are summarized in Table
2. Assuming the ionization eﬃciency is uniform for GT+ and its
[M + GT]+ adducts, the concentration of the [M + GT]+
adducts is given by the ratio of the signal intensity in the
plateau region divided by the ionization eﬃciency of GT. The
eﬀective ionization eﬃciency of 1.7 × 106 μM−1 is derived from
the plot shown in Figure 6a. Using this value, we estimated the
signal observed for the most abundant [M + GT]+ peak at m/z
518.3072 produced from the analyte C19H30O8 molecule
corresponds to an eﬀective concentration of 0.66 μM in the
droplet. On the basis of the ﬂow rate of 0.8 μL/min and the
typical accumulation time in the LTQ of 50 ms, we estimate
that this corresponds to eﬀectively detecting 0.66 μM × 1.3 ×
10−2 μL/s × 0.05 s = 4.3 × 10−16 mol of the analyte molecules
per scan. Using the molecular weight of the precursor molecule
of 386.1935 g/mol, we estimate the observed signal
corresponds to ∼0.17 pg of the single most abundant LSOA
dimer in the complex mixture. By summing up all the
abundances of the observed products we estimate the total
mass of the analyzed material is ∼5 pg. Taking into account the
estimated signal suppression upon addition of GT to the
solvent by a factor of 2.2 as discussed earlier, we obtain
somewhat higher values of ∼0.5 and 11 pg, respectively.
An independent estimation of the amount of the analyzed
material is obtained from the known mass of the LSOA
material deposited on the substrate and the area of the spot
analyzed by nano-DESI. In our experiments, the total mass of
LSOA of ∼80 μg was deposited onto a 27 mm in diameter
circular spot on the substrate, while nano-DESI signal was
collected from a ∼2 mm spot on the substrate, which contained
∼0.4 μg of the LSOA material. Because the signal from one
spot lasted for ∼5 min and the average accumulation time in
the LTQ was 0.05 s/spectrum, the signal observed in each
spectrum corresponds to 0.4 μg × 0.05 s/300 s = 64 pg of
material. We note that the total amount of material consumed
in nano-DESI is signiﬁcantly larger than this value. Speciﬁcally,
more than 1 ng of material is consumed during the 1.66 s
necessary for acquisition of a single LTQ/Orbitrap spectrum
with 60 000 resolution. However, because of the low duty cycle
of the signal acquisition (short accumulation in the LTQ trap
followed by much longer FT analysis in the Orbitrap), most of
this material does not contribute to the observed ion
abundance.

amount of material, mol
4.3
4.2
3.3
3.4
2.6
7.3

×
×
×
×
×
×

10−16
10−16
10−16
10−16
10−16
10−17

amount of material, pg
0.17
0.17
0.12
0.12
0.10
0.03

Despite all the approximations involved in the above
estimations and taking into account that not all molecules in
the complex LSOA sample react with GT, the results obtained
using the two diﬀerent estimation approaches described above
are strikingly similar. It follows that reactive nano-DESI
described in this study can be used for semiquantitative
analysis of individual components of complex mixtures. This is
a signiﬁcant ﬁnding because of the inherent diﬃculties
associated with quantiﬁcation of large molecules in complex
mixtures such as OA. Although GT is only reactive toward
carbonyl groups in OA samples, alternative reagents could be
identiﬁed and used in future studies for targeted quantitative
characterization of individual constituents in laboratory and
ﬁeld-collected samples of OA and other environmental
organics.

■

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we demonstrated eﬃcient online chemical
derivatization of the constituents of a complex LSOA mixture
using reactive nano-DESI analysis. The analysis was performed
by adding varying amounts of the charged GT reagent to the
solvent. Because of the small size of the nano-DESI probe, we
were able to perform multiple analyses on the same LSOA
sample without returning to already analyzed areas. This
approach reduces the time required for preparation and
collection of the LSOA and signiﬁcantly enhances the
reproducibility of the reactive nano-DESI spectra, which is
critical for studying the eﬀect of the reagent concentration on
the observed product distribution.
Reactive analysis using GT as a reagent is targeted toward
aldehydes and ketones, the classes of compounds that are not
readily ionized as protonated species. Addition of a charged tag
to these compounds results in a more uniform ionization and
eliminates discrimination against low proton aﬃnity species.
Using high-resolution mass spectrometry, we examined the
eﬀect of GT concentration on the product distribution.
Eﬃcient product formation was observed at GT concentrations
between 10 and 100 μM. The product species were formed
almost immediately after the nano-DESI probe was placed on
the LSOA sample indicating fast reaction kinetics. Interestingly,
reactive analysis of the fresh and chemically aged LSOA
samples resulted in almost identical product distributions
indicating that the products of chemical aging present in the
aged LSOA sample are not reactive toward GT.
Comparison between the predicted and observed product
distributions indicated that oligomeric species in the LSOA
sample react with GT via an addition reaction without
concomitant loss of water while the monomeric species may
form either carbonolamine (reaction r1) or hydrazone product
(reaction r2). We hypothesize that the presence of aldehyde
groups in the monomeric species facilitates hydrazone
formation while ketone groups abundant in the oligomeric
species form carbonolamine derivatives. Because the kinetics of
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the dehydration reaction is pH dependent, the observed
product distribution may be aﬀected by the experimental
conditions (e.g., pH of the solvent and the overall composition
of the sample).
We also demonstrated the utility of reactive nano-DESI for
quantiﬁcation of individual constituents in a complex mixture
without an internal standard. Because of the signal suppression
in the ionization process, the accuracy of quantiﬁcation is not
very high. Nevertheless this approach can be used to estimate
concentrations of individual molecules to within an order of
magnitude in complex mixtures that cannot be quantiﬁed using
the existing analytical approaches. Although in this study we
used GT as a reagent, this approach can be readily extended to
other charged reagents.
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